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‘a pressure group, interested in 
the recovery of salmon stocks and 
the engagement of the angling 
community in that aim’



Salmon like Ranunculus (water crows foot) and other 
species are indicator species with respect to the Wye 
SAC, Special Area for Conservation status



Considerable experience in managing and 

running volunteer schemes and projects 

such as semi natural rearing ponds, schools 

coaching courses and a five-year project 

continuously monitoring water 

temperatures in spawning streams.

We  had in place;

➢ public liability and volunteer insurance

➢ were practised in the preparation of risk 

assessments, and training

➢ With 400 members had a ready pool of 

volunteers. 

So, a head start. We also, very importantly 

had funding in place for such a project.



Project began with 11 volunteers, spread 

loosely from Bigsweir in the tidal river to 

Llanbister on the Ithon in mid Wales

➢ aim to develop numbers as and when 

the data being gathered dictated.

Recruited a project leader and from within 

our midst a bio scientist and an 

experienced researcher

➢ project catered for all ability levels of 

volunteer

Experience of litmus style paper sampling 

of pH recognised variability.

➢ survey of available technology quickly 

identified the Hanna Colorimeter as a 

robust, simple, repeatable means of 

monitoring phosphate levels at a cost 

that our budget could stand. 



Citizen Scientists began monitoring water

quality tracing sources of poor water quality

events

Understanding of quality and range data

collected limited by understanding of

science

Approached Cardiff University to assist came

as they planned a Collaborative Research

Project, funded by NERC Wales

WSA gained advice, CU gained primary

stakeholders, for their submission, a win win

situation

Why we are here today



Database created online in excel files and

much email correspondence

Tabling by CU team of the online database

Epicollect reducing significantly the admin

effort

Quill and papyrus remains option for some!



Today we believe we are at the limit of

what we can sensibly manage and

provision.

In terms of range sugfficient for our

planned usage

In excess of 1500 entries and over 3000

individual sample values

covering phosphate, total dissolved solids,

pH, temperature plus a small number of

nitrate and ammonical nitrogen data.

So, to the question ‘What are we doing

with the data’?



Data via Epicollect freely available to all

EA have access

NRW and Dwr Cymru on request

Subsets and histograms extracted to

Nutrient Management Board, S&TC,

Rivers Trust, River Action, AT and on a few

occasions to MPs and MSs

WSA adopting a ‘bottom up’ approach to

our use of the data.

Regulatory authorities will address the

‘big picture’ issues.

WSA identifying local issues searching

concerns for local solutions.



Histogram shows some of our data

Yellow indicating where we have 
presented our data seeking solutions

Met  with Dwr Cymru re Monmouth STW 
and an example of pollution at Fawley. 

Met with  EA re Dore Catchment  listing 
catalogue of issues in the Golden Valley 



Dore Catchment big issue



Currently developing a full understanding of

diffuse pollution in Llynfi

Preparation to open a conversation with

NRW over the issues and our collected data

on both the Llynfi and all its tributaries

There is more to do but only so many hours in

the day…….



So, to summarise, what gave WSA a head

start on other groups?

➢ a plan of why we wanted to gather

data and how we intended using it.

➢ experience in managing and running

volunteer schemes and data collection.

➢ public liability and volunteer insurance.

➢ practised in the preparation of risk

assessments, and training.

➢ with 400 members we had a ready

pool of volunteers.

➢ Critically… funding in place for such a

project.



THANK YOU


